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Abstract
A "Plant Navigation System (PNS)" is under development to assist nuclear 

power plant (NPP) operators by automatically displaying the plant situation and 
plant operational procedures on a CRT screen when abnormalities occur. The 
operation procedures given in a symptom-oriented manual are expressed in a tree- 
type flowchart (modified PAD). The optimum operation procedure for an NPP is 
selected automatically using built-in diagnostic logics based on the current status 
of the NPP. Concerning the plant situation, the PNS displays important 
information only on the current status of the NPP. A prototype PNS system is 
being constructed.

1. Introduction
The development of automobile navigation systems which assist car drivers, and similar 

systems, has made remarkable progress. They are currently being put into practical use in 

the fields of not only automobiles but also airplanes, ships and railroad operations. During 

operation, these navigation systems help to reduce human errors.

For nuclear power plants (NPPs), there are operator support systems which have 

already been developed and introduced. Some of these systems have been targeted to display 

only the measured physical process parameters on a plant block diagram or on trend charts. 

Other systems are aimed at showing the procedures during start-up and shutdown o f the NPPs 

as operational guidance. These systems only display the operational situation of NPPs or the 

operating sequence on a CRT screen. Recently, development of a system to display the 

operating instruction manual described with diagrammatic languages such as flowcharts of 

NPPs on a CRT screen as they are has started/

The aim o f the present work is to develop a Plant Navigation System (PNS) which 

displays both the plant situation and operational procedures on a CRT screen. In NPP 

operation, operation manuals (symptom-based emergency procedure guidelines) correspond to 

maps which are used in the automobile navigation systems. The operation manuals are 

expressed in a tree-type flowchart (modified PAD) in the PNS. The optimum operation 

procedure is selected automatically using the built-in diagnostic logics and process parameters
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on the current status o f the NPP. The PNS also displays the information on plant and 

operating conditions as well as the operation procedures on a CRT screen. Even when NPP 

operators have not followed the procedures shown by the PNS, the diagnostic logic 

automatically selects and displays the suitable operating actions (procedures) to be taken, by 

considering the status of the NPP and the operations performed by the operators.

2. Scope of the PNS
(1) Operating condition targeted by the PNS

The main work o f plant operators during normal operating conditions of NPPs is to 

m onitor the plant parameters. Therefore, it is not necessary for the PNS to show operation 

procedures. The normal operating condition is outside the target of the PNS. For trivial 

incidents and troubles such as in the case of a single alarm, the navigation system is not 

necessary either because it is considered that these is relatively adequate time for correct 

diagnosis.

The target o f the PNS is to support NPP operators during operating conditions under 

time pressure from  the occurrence of scram to the prevention of degraded core.

(2) Intended personnel

An operator team consists of several persons (supervisor, sub-supervisor, reactor 

operator, turbine operator, auxiliary operator, etc.). A supervisor is responsible for judging 

the operation procedures. Therefore, the PNS is intended to support the supervisor.

3. Integration o f Navigation Information and Operational Information
There are two types of information for NPP operation; navigation information such as 

current operating procedures, and information on plant state (operational information).

On presently existing NPP control panels, no navigation information is supplied at all; 

only operational information is provided. Operators, in fact, take the necessary operation 

actions by comparing the operation procedures written in the manuals with the operational 

information given on the control panels.

In principle, the navigation information should be considered as the “primary” 

information for operators and the operational information as “secondary” because the 

operators are basically monitoring the operational information according to the operation 

manuals.

Therefore, various operational information such as plant block diagrams, trend charts of 

im portant parameters and important alarms is integrated while using the written information 

in the operation manual as the basis of navigation information. Furthermore, the operational 

information given in the grid-type diagram which shows the present plant situation and 

corresponding operator’s tasks with combinations o f two or more than two plant parameters is



effective during the operational conditions immediately after the occurrence of abnormalities 

because it is not clear which operation procedures should be applied.

The PNS also gives information about major plant status using audio guidance.

4. Diagrammatic Language Suitable for PNS Display
Different types o f maps are used in automobile, ship and other navigation systems. 

However, the following are common features in navigation systems:

# The present position.

#  The goal position and the path to the goal position.

# The start position and the path up to the present position.

Maps used in the automobile navigation system correspond to operation manuals in the 

operation of NPPs.

Grasping the “start position”, “present position” and “goal position” and finding a 

suitable path to the “goal position” are difficult when reading an operation manual in sentence 

form. However, diagrammatic languages such as flowcharts make grasping the “positions” 

and “path” easier, and can be used to draw a “map” in the navigation system.

Flowcharts, which are frequently used for describing operation procedures, etc., were 

originally developed for computer algorithm.® Therefore, the flowcharts are suitable for 

expressing procedures which have multiple paths. However, they are not suitable for 

expressing operation procedures which have hierarchical structure.

The operation procedure is an integration of various procedures and has hierarchical 

structure; each procedure consists of several tasks and each task consists of several operation 

actions.

Fig. 1 Example o f tree-type flowchart expression

The tree-type flowchart*3) of which an example is shown in Fig. 1 is available as a 

diagrammatic expression that provides easy understanding of hierarchical structure. The
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tree-type flowchart which is a modified PAD (Problem Analysis Diagram) expresses, by 

adding arrows, the basic flow o f operation procedure in the direction top to bottom and the 

hierarchical structure horizontally. This means that the tree-type flowchart uses the entire 

CRT screen. Since it has various good points for displaying procedures on a CRT screen, the 

PNS adopted the tree-type flowchart to show the navigation information of operational 

procedures.

5. Functions of the PNS
(1) Functions of the PNS

Abnormal events in NPPs start with trivial initial troubles in the normal operating state, 

and progress to reactor scram. Abnormal events progress further, but a reactor is shut-down 

safely by appropriate operations of operators.

When the reactor scram or the events leading to scram occurs, PNS starts navigation, 

and classifies the symptoms o f the plant by using the grid-type diagram. Once a reason for 

the initial event is identified, the PNS shows the optimum operation procedures and the paths 

to normal shutdown which is the target point o f the operation, by using the tree-type 

flowchart.

The PNS also displays the following operational information:

# Status o f operation procedure (progress o f operation):

Status of the automatic operating equipment and manual operations which are 

described in the operation manuals for abnormal events.

#  Status o f plant (progress of plant status):

Individual plant parameters such as the water level and pressure of the reactor.

The plant parameters are displayed on the “important alarm display”, “plant block 

diagram”, “trend chart” and “grid-type diagram”. The PNS automatically selects and 

displays important operational information related to the procedures displayed in the tree-type 

flowchart. For instance, when a trouble such as low reactor w ater level occurs, the plant 

block diagram describing the operational condition o f the feed water system and the trend 

chart o f the reactor water level are automatically displayed.

(2) Concept o f PNS diagnosis
■

Operation manuals consist of many operation procedures. The operation procedure to 

be used is determined in accordance with the degree of progress of the abnormal event. In 

some cases, multiple procedures may be introduced simultaneously.

In the PNS, the diagnostic algorithm has been constructed to display optimum 

inform ation by taking the above features o f the abnormalities into consideration.

1) Concept o f diagnostic logic in the PNS
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There are three types of diagnostic logic for procedure introduction, plant situation and 

operational situation. The procedure introduction logics for all procedures are always 

executed in parallel. After introduction of a procedure, the logics for plant and operational 

situation judge the plant conditions and progress of the operation and navigate the operator, as 

described in Fig. 2.

Process parameters

T
diagnosis o f “Procedure A ” introduction

Monitoring the 
procedure introduction 

condition

1’ ■>
Starting the 

plant condition 
diagnosis

. Starting the 
operation condition 

diagnosis

diagnosis o f “Procedure B ” introduction

Monitoring the 
procedure introduction 

condition

Starting the 
plant condition 

diagnosis

Starting the 
operation condition 

diagnosis

Fig. 2 Concept o f PNS diagnostic logic

a) Diagnostic logic for procedure introduction

This is the logic which judges the introductory conditions of each operation procedure. 

Once introduction conditions for an operation procedure are satisfied, all actions of the 

operation procedure become the target of navigation. In the case of a quadruple accident, 

about 5 to 7 procedures may be introduced. If necessary, multiple procedures are 

automatically displayed on a CRT of the PNS.

b) Diagnostic logic for plant situation

This is the logic which judges the plant situation by using only the process values of the 

plant. The range o f active actions of the introduced procedure is determined in accordance 

with the plant situation.

c) Diagnostic logic for operational situation

This is the logic which judges the situation of manual operations made by operators and 

of automatic operations such as interlock. This logic judges whether the countermeasure 

operation at each action has been performed or not, and diagnoses the machine condition or



the operational situation.

2) Diagnostic method o f the diagnostic logic

The diagnosis is performed in each operating action. The basic attribute o f each 

operating action in the tree-type flowchart is shown in Fig. 3.

Diagnosis is started when the 
activation signal is supplied 
from the previous operation 
action.

Operational situation
The diagnostic processing which is 

specific to the individual operation 
action is performed.

Status display
Color of the activated action changes according 

to diagnostic results.

Output conditions
ON OFF

Operational
situation

completed Green Red
not yet Pink Red

Output conditions
ON/OFF o f the activation signal to the next 

operation action.

Fig. 3 Basic attributes o f tree-type flowchart element

Each operation action which corresponds to each elem ent of the tree-type flowchart has 

attributes of “operational situation” decided by the diagnostic logic for operational situation, 

and “output condition” which is nearly the same as the result of the diagnostic logic for plant 

situation. W hen the “output condition” has been satisfied (ON), if the “operational 

situation” is completed, the color of the element is green, otherwise pink. W hen the “output 

condition” has not been satisfied (OFF), the color o f the element is red.

6. Example of a PNS Display
Figure 4 shows an example o f the display in the case of “Loss o f feedwater due to 

abnormalities in the condensing system” . W hen a trip occurs in an HPCP (High Pressure 

Condensate Pump), all o f the feedwater systems are stopped resulting in the loss of all 

feedwater so that low reactor water level occurs.

As the water level is lowered, automatic scram of the reactor occurs due to the water 

level L3, all control rods are inserted, the turbine is manually stopped, and the water level of 

the reactor continues decreasing.

When the reactor scram occurs, the m onitor screen o f the PNS is changed to the 

navigation screen which shows corresponding procedures using the tree-type flowchart. The 

degree of progress of procedures is shown in colors. The red shows the latest procedures 

from  the viewpoint of plant conditions, the pink shows unexecuted actions, and the green
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shows completed ones. Alarms and plant parameter values, which are considered important 

for execution of the operational procedures, are also displayed on the tree-type flowchart.

In Fig.4, operation procedures of “Reactor power”, “W ater level of reactor” and 

“Pressure of reactor” are performed in parallel. The entire flow from the start position 

(scram) up to the goal position (normal shutdown) is shown in the left-most end of the screen 

so that sequence o f operations of “Scram”, “Recovery” and “Normal shutdown” can be 

visually monitored.

The example shows that in the procedure of “Reactor power”, the action of “Start of 

automatic scram” has succeeded. Even though “Mode switch tu rn-off’ has not been 

performed yet, “Insertion o f all control rods” has been successfully performed so that the 

latest action has arrived at “Operations of SRM/IRM” of “Confirmation o f subcritical state” . 

In this example, we can easily see that the “Mode switch turn-off operation” has been 

forgotten.

The plant information part at the top and right-hand side of the screen displays alarms, a 

grid-type diagram, trend charts, a plant block diagram, a log o f major alarms. W hen an 

alarm is given, the corresponding alarm tile changes to red. Grid-type diagrams and trend 

charts o f important process values are automatically displayed. The simplified block 

diagram of the plant shows the ON/OFF status of the equipment. A log of major alarms is 

also listed.

7. Summary
The PNS which is a new type of operator support system is under development. Its 

outline has been described in this paper. The PNS automatically displays the operating 

procedures and situation by adopting the tree-type flowchart as well as the plant conditions. 

W e are expecting that the PNS will be effective in reducing the mental work-load of operators 

and human errors.

A prototype PNS system is being constructed. When the prototype is completed 

experiments with subjects will be made in order to verify the effectiveness of the PNS.
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Introduction
Development of Plant Navigation System

VjJ
co

_________ _______________________________________ j j r _______________________________________________

Present work aims for developing a "Plant Navigation 
System (PNS)" which displays plant situation and plant 
operation procedures automatically on a CRT screen.

Background
# Development of navigation systems for automobiles, 

airplanes, ships and railroad operations has made 
remarkable progress.

# These navigation systems help to reduce human errors.
# In NPP operation, navigation systems have not been put 

into practical use.
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Scope of PNS |
Development of Plant Navigation System

Operational conditions aimed hy PNS
From the occurrence of scram to the prevention of 
degraded core.

Objective personnel
A supervisor who judges operation procedures.
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Differences of Operational Information and 
Navigation Information

Development of Plant Navigation System

Navigation Information Operational Information
Air
planes

Map (aerial map) speed, altitude, etc.

Ships Map (ocean map) speed, direction, etc.
Auto
mobiles

Map (road map) speed, fuel, etc.

NPP Operation procedures 
expressed in 
diagrammatic languages

reactor water level, 
pressure, etc.

PNS displays the navigation information (operation 
procedures) and the operational information (measured 
physical process parameters) on a CRT screen.



Development of Plant Navigation System

Diagrammatic Language Suitable for PNS I

Necessary information as a navigation system:
# The present position
# The goal position and the path to the goal position
# The start position and the path up to the present position

r-o
4>-

o

Diagrammatic languages can be used to draw a "map" for plant 
operation

Diagrammatic languages such as flowchart can show the 
"positions" and "path" among procedures.



____jEtevelopment of Plant Navigation System

Comparison of Diagrammatic Languages I

ho

ro

Languages Example Characteristics
Flowchart

r + c S >  
f..  ...i

- Easy to express transference points
- Not easy to express hierarchical 
structure

- Not suitable for CRT display
PAD
(Problem Analysis 
Diagram) P i L J: _ r .— i

. .. 1

- Easy to express hierarchical 
structure

- Suitable for CRT display
- Not easy to express transference 
points

Tree-type
flowchart

L 1 U  -  .1
4----------------- 1

1___ i

Both advantages of flowchart and 
PAD

PNS adopts the tree-type flowchart.
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# Arrows are added to PAD (Problem Analysis Diagram)
# A basic flow is expressed in direction top to bottom
# Hierarchical structure is expressed in direction left to right
# Tree-type flowchart uses the entire area of a CRT screen
# Start, present and goal positions can be displayed

ho
. - START POSITION

PRESENT POSITION

Qpcmio'i-B

Task 4 -
' * GOAL POSITION



Process of diagnostic logic in PNS
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Monitoring the ; 
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“Procedure B” introduction
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ogic for procedure introduction:
Introduction o f  operation procedures

logic for operational situation
Judges operation condition
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Judges current plant situation
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Development o f Plant Navigation System
mm—oiwminamiqww

Displayed Navigation Information

Green: Introduced procedures 
and completed operations Pink: Operations not completed yet

7 ^

Colorless: Procedures or 
operations not introduced yet

Red: Waiting for 
operation (present position)
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Unexecuted operation is displayed 
by "pink"

■wvw m k  ■Ü 8» Sj

ho \
-C"
SI..

....... .■•■Kr . .
; Procedure C

■ :. : :

up!»

f..-.

Decision A ^
YF.S
: ' : : ■

^O peration A3

Procedure B

Path in the previous 
procedure is simplified

Operation procedures for a new plant 
condition



Information Displayed by PNS

Navigation•, ■

Information
■■■ ' ' ■ ■■■ ■ ■■:■■ ' :■■■

'. ' ■ . ■ :V. '

Information 
Start position

Explanations 
[example] Scram

Present
position

.............

Operation actions to be done which are 
shown with red or pink in the tree-type 
flowchart

Goal position [example] Normal shutdown

■■■.■ ■ . '■":' ' ......... "!' '■ ' :; ' .

Operational
Information

Grid-type
diagram

Relation between two process parameters 
such as reactor water level and reactor 
pressure

Trend chart Trend of important process parameters 
such as reactor power

Plant block 
diagram

ON/OFF of equipment

Alarm and 
alarm log

Tile-type display and a log list of major 
alarms

acwm noeoM t

Development o f Plant Navigation System
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Development of Platst Navigation System

PNS is a new type of operator support system.

PNS automatically displays the operation procedures and 
situation by adopting the tree-type flowchart as well as the 
plant conditions1.

Ml...

When the prototype of PNS is completed, experiments with 
subjects will be performed in order to verify the effectiveness 
of PNS.

*  The. present work was performed as a part of .studies under a contract 
between the Ministry o f International Trade and Industry and NUPEC.


